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a b s t r a c t

We report the transition behavior and the ionic conductivity of ion-doped amorphous block copolymer,
based on two compositionally different polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) copolymers (PS-b-
P2VPs) that can self-assemble into nanostructures, where P2VP block is ionophilic to lithium perchlorate
(LiClO4). The transition temperatures of LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP, like the order-to-disorder transition
(TODT), were measured by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and depolarized light scattering (DPLS).
The selective ionic coordination to the nitrogen units of P2VP block leads to the increase of the repulsive
interactions between two block components from weak- to strong-segregation regime with increasing
amount of LiClO4, which results subsequently in the increased TODT. However, for a compositionally
asymmetric PS-b-P2VP under lamellar morphology, the ionic conductivity by the addition of LiClO4 was
remarkably increased at higher temperatures, representing that the effective ionic coordination at the
greater volume fraction of P2VP block component improves the ionic conductivity as the temperature
approaches to a rubbery phase.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Polymer electrolytes have recently attracted attention as
promising solid-state materials for electrochemical devices such as
rechargeable lithium batteries, fuel cells, and dye-sensitized solar
cells [1–10]. Polymeric materials allow the safety in use and the
facile process in manufacture compared with most liquid electro-
lytes, while there are still two competing electrical and mechanical
requirements for the best performance [1–8]. Some research efforts
have been focused on the design of ion-doped polymer electrolytes
which constitute the coordination in the host polymers with the
alkali metal salts so as to induce the selective miscibility in the
molecular level and enhance the ionic conductivity [11,12]. Hence,
the search for new systems in the polymer electrolytes has
continued to look for a desirable performance between high ionic
conductivity and good physical stability.

Recently, block copolymer (BCP) has been used in the fields of
polymer electrolytes as an attractive material to achieving the
ionic conductivity and mechanical stability simultaneously [13–
22]. A diblock copolymer consisting of two chemically dissimilar
polymers, covalently linked together at one end, can self-assemble
: þ82 2 312 6401.
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in tens of nanometers into periodically ordered arrays depending
on the volume fraction of the blocks; for examples, lamellar,
cylindrical, gyroid, and spherical microdomains. This approach
allows us indeed to incorporate higher ionic properties into
a polymer material while retaining desirable mechanical proper-
ties to resist to flow due to the nanostructured self-assembly of
BCP. The microphase separation generally occurs provided the
product cN is sufficiently large (cN >> 10.5 in the case of
symmetric BCP), where c is the segmental interaction parameter
and N is the total number of segments in the BCP [23–25]. When
c, therefore, is inversely proportional to temperature (T), a phase-
mixed (disordered) state at elevated temperature can be obtained,
while microphase-separating upon cooling. This transition from
the ordered to the disordered state, denoted as TODT, occurs when
the unfavorable segmental interactions are sufficiently weakened
and the entropy of mixing in two block components dominates,
characterized by a solid-like to liquid-like behavior in rheological
response [23,24].

The self-assembled BCP electrolytes involving poly(ethylene-
oxide) (PEO) and poly(vinylpyridine) (PVP) have been studied since
they enable PEO or PVP block to form coordinative structures with
the alkali metal salts to elevate the ionic conductivity, where the
other block supports dimensional stability [18–21]. Especially for
PEO-based electrolytes, it has been a key issue to inhibit crystalli-
zation which causes diminishing the ionic conductivity [18,19].
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In this study, we investigate the transition behavior and the
ionic conductivity of amorphous BCP electrolyte composed of
a polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) and lithium
perchlorate (LiClO4) that is selectively coordinated to the ionophilic
P2VP block. The phase behavior for two compositionally different
lamellar-forming PS-b-P2VPs represents by small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) that the addition of LiClO4 enhances the micro-
phase separation from weak- to strong-segregation regime. More-
over, the compositional asymmetry in PS-b-P2VP with LiClO4 leads
to the significant improvement in the ionic conductivity with
increasing temperature while holding the same lamellar
morphology. This result can be correlated to the facile ionic trans-
port in asymmetric PS-b-P2VP due to the greater volume fraction of
P2VP block component.
2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

Two compositionally different BCPs, PS-b-P2VP, were synthe-
sized by the sequential, anionic polymerization of styrene and 2-
vinylpyridine in tetrahydrofuran (THF) at �78 �C under purified
argon environment using sec-butyllithium as an initiator. Refluxed
THF from CaH2 was stirred over fresh sodium-benzophenone
complex until it showed a deep purple color indicating an oxygen-
and moisture-free solvent. Degassed monomers with CaH2, styrene
and 2-vinylpyridine (Aldrich), were vacuum distilled over dried
dibutyl magnesium and trioctyl aluminum, respectively, until
a persistent characteristic color was observed. The polymer solu-
tion terminated with purified 2-propanol was precipitated in
excess hexane. The absolute weight- and number-average mole-
cular weights (Mw and Mn) and polydispersity (Mw/Mn) were
measured by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and PS volume
fraction (fPS) of PS-b-P2VP was determined by 1H nuclear magnetic
resonance (1H NMR) with mass densities of two components (1.05
and 1.14 g/cm2 for PS and P2VP, respectively), as listed in Table 1.

PS-b-P2VP electrolytes with various amounts of lithium
perchlorate (LiClO4) were prepared by freeze-drying method with
benzene. For instance, a predetermined amount of PS-b-P2VP and
LiClO4 was dissolved in benzene (w8 wt% in solute) and ethanol,
respectively, and the quenched solution was evaporated under
vacuum for 24 h, followed by sequential annealing for 3 days to
thermally equilibrate the sample and to remove the solvent
completely. The molar ratio of LiClO4 to 2-vinylpyridine (2VP) in the
PS-b-P2VP, denoted as X¼ [LiClO4]/[2VP], was varied up to
approximately 0.1.
2.2. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)

The transition temperatures for the samples were measured by
the synchrotron SAXS, which were performed in 4C1 beamline at
the Pohang Light Source (PLS), Korea [26]. The operating conditions
were set to a wavelength of 1.608 Å (Dl/l¼ 1.5�10�2), the sample-
Table 1
Molecular characteristics of block copolymers in this study.

Specimen Mn
a Mw/Mn

a fPS
b State

PS-b-P2VP-01 15,100 1.05 0.504 Lamella to disorder at TODT¼ 162 �C
PS-b-P2VP-02 21,100 1.04 0.381 Lamella to disorder at TODT¼ 164 �C

a Weight- and number-average molecular weights (Mw and Mn) and poly-
dispersity (Mw/Mn) were measured by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC).

b Volume fraction of PS for PS-b-P2VP was measured by 1H nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) with mass densities of two components (1.05 and 1.14 g/cm3 for PS
and P2VP, respectively).
to-detector distance of 2 m, the beam size of 1�1 mm2, and the
sample thickness of 1.5 mm. A 2D-CCD detector (Princeton Instru-
ments Ins., SCX-TE/CCD-1242) was used to collect the scattered
X-rays. A home-made heating cell was used for temperature sweep
experiment at constant heating rate 0.9 �C/min from 150 to 260 �C,
and all the experiments were carried out under the nitrogen flow in
order to avoid thermal degradation of the polymer samples. The
exposure time for all measurements was 60–120 s.

2.3. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)

FT-IR spectra (Bruker Tensor 27, Germany) were used to
measure the interaction between the nitrogen units of P2VP block
and LiClO4 at room temperature. The typical wavenumber scan
ranges of 4000–400 cm�1 with the scan number of 32 and the
spectral resolution of 4 cm�1. The dried samples were physically
mixed with potassium bromide (KBr) and pressed to a disk before
measurements.

2.4. AC impedance

The ionic conductivity (s) of PS-b-P2VP electrolytes was
measured by a AC impedance analyzer (IM6e, ZAHNER, Germany)
using lab-made four-probe Teflon cell equipped with a temperature
controller, which is operated over frequency range form 1 MHz to
1 Hz in galvanostatic mode under AC current amplitude of 0.01 mA.
s (in S/cm) is calculated by s¼ L/R� S, where L (in cm), R (in U), and
S (in cm2) are the distance between the electrodes, the impedance,
and the surface area for ions to penetrate the polymer electrolyte,
respectively [27]. All the dried sample disks at 1.0 mm thick were
prepared right before measurements in order to avoid the influence
of moisture, with the data being reproducible.

3. Results and discussion

An ion-doped polymer electrolyte is designed within the
concepts of self-assembled BCP nanostructures, composed of
amorphous PS-b-P2VP and LiClO4, where P2VP block is selectively
ionophilic. To ensure whether the ionic coordination takes place
between LiClO4 and the nitrogen units of 2VP within ion-doped PS-
b-P2VP electrolytes, FT-IR spectra were measured for LiClO4-doped
PS-b-P2VP, as shown in Fig. 1 at selected wavenumber (n) range
from 1650 to1325 cm�1. FT-IR absorbance spectrum for PS-b-P2VP-
01 with no LiClO4 shows the characteristic peaks due to phenyl ring
stretching at n¼ 1600, 1493, and 1452 cm�1, and pyridine ring
stretching at n¼ 1589, 1473, and 1433 cm�1, respectively [15,28–30]
In contrast to no peak shift in phenyl ring stretching, for LiClO4-
doped PS-b-P2VP-01, three peaks due to pyridine ring stretching
are shifted toward higher n in proportion to the amount of LiClO4,
leading to n¼ 1595, 1476, and 1435 cm�1 for the molar ratio (X) of
[LiClO4]/[2VP]¼ 0.092, respectively. This can be attributed to the
attractive ionic coordination of Liþ to the nitrogen units of 2VP
(hereafter denoted as the ionic coordination), representing that the
degree of ionic coordination per 2VP increases with increasing X
[11,12]. The similar data of FT-IR spectra were observed for LiClO4-
doped PS-b-P2VP-02 (data not shown).

Fig. 2(a) shows SAXS intensity profiles for LiClO4-doped PS-b-
P2VP-01 of X¼ 0.015, measured at various temperatures from 151
to 247 �C during heating at a heating rate of 0.9 �C/min, as a func-
tion of the scattering vector (q), where q¼ (4p/l)sin q, 2 q and l are
the scattering angle and wavelength, respectively. At low temper-
atures (T< 208 �C), a strong and sharp scattering peak located at
q¼ 0.43 nm�1 is observed, indicative of the microphase separation
due to the unfavorable segmental interactions between two block
components. No higher-order peak relative to the first-order



Fig. 2. (a) SAXS intensity profiles for LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP-01 of X¼ 0.015 as
a function of the scattering vector (q), which were measured at various temperatures
during heating at a heating rate of 0.9 �C/min from 151 to 247 �C, and (b) the scattering
parameters for PS-b-P2VP-01 and LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP-01 of X¼ 0.015. The
inverse of the maximum intensity (1/I(q*)), full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), and
d-spacing (d) by d¼ 2p/q* are plotted as a function of inverse temperature (1/K).

Fig. 1. FT-IR absorbance spectra for PS-b-P2VP-01 and LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP-01 of
X¼ 0.060, 0.092, where X denotes the molar ratio of [LiClO4]/[2VP]. Three peaks due to
pyridine ring stretching at n¼ 1589, 1473, and 1433 cm�1 are significantly shifted
toward higher n in proportion to the amount of LiClO4.
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reflection represents the low contrast in electron densities between
two components. Keeping in mind that PS-b-P2VP-01 is symmet-
rically composed of PS and P2VP (fPS¼ 0.504), it should correspond
to lamellar microdomain morphology. With increasing tempera-
ture for T> 208 �C, the primary peak weakens and broadens
significantly, then maintains a diffuse maximum, which arises from
the correlation hole scattering of a phase-mixed (or disordered)
BCP. This behavior is typical for BCPs undergoing a transition from
the ordered to disordered state with temperature. Accordingly, one
can readily determine a order-to-disorder transition (TODT) at
208 �C for LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP-01 of X¼ 0.015 by the discon-
tinuous changes of the scattering parameters derived from the
SAXS profiles, like the inverse of the maximum intensity (1/I(q*)),
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), and d-spacing (d) by d¼ 2p/
q* as a function of inverse temperature (1/K), as plotted in Fig. 2(b).
As temperature increases over TODT, 1/I(q*) and FWHM remarkably
increase because the interaction parameter (c) between two
components decreases proportionally to 1/T and the thermal fluc-
tuation increases, while d-spacing with a discontinuity at TODT

gradually decreases for T> TODT, as a characteristic length scale of
the radius of gyration (Rg) by thermal fluctuation in composition.
This type of temperature dependence of d-spacing at disordered
state was reported by several studies [31–34], which are inconsis-
tent with the mean-field argument [25,35] where d-spacing at
disordered state is independent of 1/T. For comparison, the other
for PS-b-P2VP-01 with no LiClO4 is determined in the similar
manner at TODT¼ 162 �C, indicating that a very small amount of
LiClO4 (X¼ 0.015) in PS-b-P2VP-01 efficiently elevates TODT by
46 �C.

Fig. 3 shows transition temperatures for LiClO4-doped PS-b-
P2VP-01 and PS-b-P2VP-02, evaluated by SAXS and depolarized
light scattering (DPLS), as a function of X¼ [LiClO4]/[2VP]. Here, the
original TODT for asymmetric PS-b-P2VP-02 was measured to be
164 �C, as determined by SAXS. With increasing amount of LiClO4 in
PS-b-P2VP, the TODT increases up to the degradation temperature
(Td z 250 �C) in this study, regardless of the block composition
between PS-b-P2VP-01 and PS-b-P2VP-02. An increase of TODT with
increasing amount of LiClO4 (2350 �C/molar ratio) is comparable to
the results (2000 �C/molar ratio) for CdCl2-coordinated PS-b-P2VP
[36,37]. This can be correlated to the enhancement of ordered
phase by the selective ionic coordination to the nitrogen units of
P2VP block, which will lead to the increase of the repulsive inter-
actions between two block components from weak- to strong-
segregation regime.

To elucidate the relevant phase morphology for LiClO4-doped
PS-b-P2VP, we measured SAXS intensity profiles at the various
amount of LiClO4 after annealing at 150 �C, as shown in Fig. 4. As the
molar ratio (X) increases, the higher-order scattering peaks become
evident, confirming the enhanced ordering degree in BCP self-
assembly, which is desirable in ion-doped BCP electrolytes to avoid
ionic trap at interfaces. For both LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP-01 and
PS-b-P2VP-02 of X¼w0.09, it is distinctly seen that the microphase
corresponds to a lamellar structure, evidenced by a sharp scattering
peak and the higher-order peaks (indicated by arrows) at scattering



Fig. 3. Order-to-disorder transition temperatures (TODT) for LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP-
01 and PS-b-P2VP-02, evaluated by SAXS and depolarized light scattering (DPLS), as
a function of X¼ [LiClO4]/[2VP]. The linear least-squares fit to TODT yields 2350 �C/
molar ratio (X), and the degradation temperature (Td) was set to be 250 �C in this
study.
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vector ratios of q/q*¼ 1: 2: 3 relative to a primary peak located at q*

(at maximum). It is also worthwhile to note that at X¼w0.09,
symmetric PS-b-P2VP-01 exhibits weaker second-peak due to the
destructive scattering interferences in comparison to that of
asymmetric PS-b-P2VP-02.

A prominent shift toward lower q* with increasing X to be
w0.09, derived from the SAXS profiles in Fig. 4, indicates an
increase in d-spacing (or inter-lamellar spacing) by w20%, as
Fig. 4. SAXS intensity profiles at the various amount of LiClO4 after annealing at 150 �C for (a
molar ratio of [LiClO4]/[2VP]. A sharp scattering peak and the higher-order peaks at scatte
structure, as indicated by arrows.
illustrated in Fig. 5(a) as a function of X¼ [LiClO4]/[2VP]. It can be
a consequence of the increase of the repulsive interactions
between two block components by the ionic coordination to the
nitrogen units of P2VP block, as mentioned above. However, it is of
great interest for such an asymmetric PS-b-P2VP electrolyte that
LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP-02 maintains a lamellar morphology,
although d-spacing increases up to w20% with increasing amount
of LiClO4. Provided that the volume fraction of P2VP block
component with LiClO4 increases, this is more than likely because
the phase transformation to cylindrical or the other morphologies is
restricted, which is caused by the multiple ionic coordinations with
more than single nitrogen unit of P2VP block [38], consequently
persisting in the same lamellar morphology. FWHM for LiClO4-
doped PS-b-P2VP, as shown in Fig. 5(b), indicates that the ordering
degree in BCP self-assembly by the addition of LiClO4 is more
enhanced for asymmetric PS-b-P2VP-02 presumably due to the
effective ionic coordination at greater volume fraction of P2VP
block component, while similar for symmetric PS-b-P2VP-01 with
increasing X. The results presented here, hence, further illustrate
how PS-b-P2VP might be applied to design ion-doped BCP elec-
trolytes that can self-assemble into nanostructures by allowing the
selective ionic coordination.

Fig. 6 shows ionic conductivities for LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP
electrolytes, measured using a galvanostatic four-probe method as
a function of inverse temperature (1/K) from 110 to 30 �C, which are
lower than TODT for both LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP-01 and PS-b-
P2VP-02. The ionic conductivity determined by four-probe method
might be higher to some degree but more accurate than that by
two-probe method due to the minimization of contact impedance.
The improved conductivities with increasing temperature are in
general responsible for the increased polymer chain mobility
favoring the facile ionic transport. At higher temperatures
(T¼w100 �C) for PS-b-P2VP-02, remarkable improvement in
conductivities by the addition of LiClO4 indeed suggests that the
) LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP-01 and (b) LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP-02, where X denotes the
ring vector ratios of q/q*¼ 1: 2: 3 relative to a maximum q* correspond to a lamellar



Fig. 5. (a) d-Spacing (or inter-lamellar spacing), and (b) full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) for LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP as a function of X¼ [LiClO4]/[2VP], which were
derived from the SAXS profiles in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Ionic conductivity (s) for (a) LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP-01 and (b) LiClO4-doped
PS-b-P2VP-02, as a function of inverse temperature (1/K) from 110 to 30 �C, where the
molar ratio of [LiClO4]/[2VP] was varied up to X¼w0.09.
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ionic mobility can be enhanced for asymmetric PS-b-P2VP as long
as the same lamellar morphology remains unchanged. Using
a typical Arrhenius temperature dependence, the ionic conductivity
can be analyzed, s¼ soexp(�Ea/RT), where so is the conductivity in
the limit of infinite temperature and Ea is an apparent activation
energy to overcome energy barrier, which are available from the
linear least-squares fit to logarithmic s, yielding an intercept at
x-axis and a slope corresponding so to and Ea, respectively. With
increasing amount of LiClO4, a significant increase of Ea for LiClO4-
doped PS-b-P2VP-02 was observed compared to that for LiClO4-
doped PS-b-P2VP-01, as would be expected by the slope change.
This can also be attributed to the effective ionic coordination at
greater volume fraction of P2VP block component for LiClO4-doped
PS-b-P2VP-02, leading to the decreased chain mobility. However,
the improved conductivities at higher temperatures (T¼w100 �C)
represent that the ionic conductivity can be efficiently enhanced by
plasticizing LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP. In fact, the ion-doped BCP
may offer the desirable properties for solid-state polymer electro-
lytes when it controlled optimally because of its great versatility to
improve the ionic conductivity through a continuous random
orientation of the closely connected grains consisting of lamellar
microdomains. Thus, this demonstrates that within the same
lamellar morphology for LiClO4-doped PS-b-P2VP, the block
composition should be taken into consideration for the best elec-
trical performance.

4. Conclusion

The transition behavior and ionic conductivity of LiClO4-doped
PS-b-P2VP was investigated as an ion-doped BCP electrolyte system
that can self-assemble into nanostructures. As evidenced by SAXS
results, the ionic coordination to the nitrogen units of P2VP
enhances the ordered phase, resulting in an increase of TODT and
d-spacing with increasing amount of LiClO4, which is caused by the
increase of the repulsive interactions between two block compo-
nents. The ordered morphology was turned out to be a lamellar
microdomain by SAXS intensity profiles, regardless of block
compositions between PS-b-P2VP-01 (fPS¼ 0.504) and PS-b-P2VP-
02 (fPS¼ 0.381). This allows us to speculate that for asymmetric
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PS-b-P2VP-02 the multiple ionic coordinations with more than
single nitrogen unit of P2VP block restrict the phase trans-
formation, hence, persisting in the same lamellar morphology even
at the increased volume fraction of LiClO4-coordinated P2VP block
component. Especially for asymmetric PS-b-P2VP-02, the ionic
conductivity by the addition of LiClO4 was remarkably increased at
higher temperatures, representing that the effective ionic coordi-
nation at the greater volume fraction of P2VP block component
improves the ionic conductivity as the temperature approaches to
a rubbery phase. This study shows that an ion-doped PS-b-P2VP
electrolyte can lead possibly to another accessible route to new
solid-state BCP electrolytes.
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